Gain the flexibility you need
with Sanction® 4 litigation
presentation software.
What does it take to present your case? Sound strategy and a convincing delivery
have always been fundamental. But today—with many distractions competing for
the attention of your audience—the right technology makes a significant difference.
Presentation software designed specifically for litigation provides the control
you need to bring evidence to life for your audience. Whether you are presenting
at client meetings, mediation, settlement hearings or trial, Sanction® 4 litigation
presentation software gives you greater flexibility, stability and ease of use.
Learn more: lexisnexis.ca/sanction

Gain more control with flexible new Sanction 4 capabilities
Sanction 4 enhancements give you more flexibility and control as you import evidence, organize it and present your case.

Drag and drop to import documents, images, media
and transcripts from your computer into Sanction.

Easily find source items for a presentation
in your case folders.

Set font options for transcripts. Configure a default
font, font size and font colour for the transcript display.

Delete all annotations or exhibit stamps that were
applied to an exhibit or to specific exhibit pages.

Rotate individual pages and
entire documents.

Plus, gain these enhanced capabilities with Sanction 4:
• Save time with new keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys), including Ctrl-J to advance presentation
items from right to left like turning pages in a book.
• Copy video files to the case folder for reference.
• Create copies of exhibit pages. Save as many copies of an exhibit page as you want and apply
a different set of annotations to each copy.
• Set the default edge in the Tear Out tool, which is used to temporarily magnify one or more rectangular
areas of an exhibit. Now you can change the default border of tear outs to a jagged or “ripped” edge.
• Adjust your column layout. Adjust column width, move columns and sort by column for exhibits and media.
• Gain better support for dual monitors to present evidence your way.

Intuitive, reliable software helps you bring case evidence to life
Quick mastery: You’ll be up and running in 10 minutes: Competing products layer in complex,
though seldom-used features that can take hours, even days to master.
Performance: Industry-leading reliability, stability. Call up exhibits, PDF documents, video and
other media quickly during your presentation. Be confident that Sanction software won’t let you down.
Speed: Videos and other exhibits including PDF files will display right away. No waiting during your presentations.
Versatility: Create dramatic zooms, text tear-outs, powerful side-by-side comparisons and more.
All with just a few clicks. Pull up any piece of evidence on the fly—at any point during your presentation.

Organize evidence and create polished materials to present with confidence
Sanction helps you deliver visual and audio impact in a variety of ways.

You can quickly pull up exhibits and annotate, highlight and zoom in on them in real time.

Use Sanction to play audio recordings while displaying relevant documents, images, timelines or animations.
You can also play video testimony synchronized with deposition transcripts.
Sanction also enables you to:
• Layer and peel away images such as medical illustrations and crime scene recreations
• Load, organize and present all your case information with ease, using just a few mouse clicks
• Incorporate all your document evidence including PDF files
• Easily create media clips and precise, focused video designations. You can also create and edit
video clips on the fly in response to a judge’s rulings during trial
• Readily adjust and adapt displayed evidence, and use a suite of annotation tools to enhance
evidence display
• Bates number, exhibit stamp and manage evidence electronically

Learn more about Sanction 4 litigation presentation software.
at www.lexisnexis.ca/sanction
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